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ABSTRACT

1

INTRODUCTION

With increasing numbers of students in tertiary STEM education
and stagnating numbers of available teaching staff, large class lectures often remain the last resort. Lectures are not inherently bad,
but they tend to foster negative learning attitudes among students
like passivity and a feeling of isolation. Furthermore, some topics are
better taught using other formats than lectures. Technology in the
form of educational software enables a more appropriate learning
and various teaching formats deployable in large classes. This article first identifies core components of educational software based
on today’s information technology and second demonstrates how
these components can be combined in different manners resulting
in various learning and teaching formats. The core components are:
document management, workflow management, content enrichment, input interactions, learning analytics, and system messaging.
The contribution of this article is threefold: Core components of
educational software are proposed and motivated, four teaching
methods and four learning and teaching formats are proposed that
build upon the aforementioned core components, and field evaluations of three of these formats are reported about.

Teaching in higher education often benefits from different teaching
and learning formats, such as flipped classrooms or jigsaw teaching that can be easily implemented for small class sizes. Yet, with
increasing number of students [1] and a high student-to-teacher
ratio (142 students to one professor as of 2014 and 212 as of 2018 at
the authors’ institute), many formats appropriate for small classes
become unpractical, often leaving the lecture as the last resort.
While large class lectures are not inherently bad, they tend to
foster negative learning attitudes among students [4] and negatively affect the learning outcomes [15]. Increasing staff numbers to
counteract this problem is not always feasible due to organizational
obstacles, but with educational software there is an alternative
approach to tackling the problem: Instructors are provided with
means to delegate tasks to software and students are supported by
software in their learning.
While there is a multitude of learning management systems
(LMS) which allow to conduct some kind of learning and teaching,
these often seem to be restricted to few learning formats. In order
to easily create and evaluate novel learning and teaching formats,
a toolbox of reusable core components with well defined interfaces
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RELATED WORK

This article is a contribution to LMS frameworks, as it defines core
components provided by LMSs that can be used to define learning formats. Together, those components constitute a constructive
1 https://backstage2.pms.ifi.lmu.de:8080/about
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framework that focusses on the technical functionality, but not
on their pedagogical purpose. The following section reflects on
similarities and differences to existing frameworks in this research
field.
Essential functionalities of LMS are content management, delivery, and exchange. To describe these functionalities, the terms
łlearning objectž (LO) and łlearning object repositoryž (LOR) are
often used in the literature. A learning object is a łdigital object
that is used in order to achieve the desired learning outcomes or
educational objectivesž [14, p. 87] with a LOR being a web-hosted
collection of LOs [18].
Service-based LMS architectures are of special interest in the
literature. For instance, Chu et al. [2] model LMSs as a composition
of 7 services: ła tracking service; a delivery service; a learner profile service; a course management service; a content management
service; a test/assessment service; and a sequencing service.ž [2,
p. 157]. In Chu et al.’s framework, the course and content management services are similar to the document management component
proposed below. The sequencing service selects łappropriate contentž for the learners during the learning process, and can hence be
seen as a specialisation of the workflow management component.
The learner profile service provides learner information such as
learning status. In the framework described in this article, such information would be provided by the learning analytics component.
Another service oriented framework, named TELOS, is proposed
by Paquette et. al [16]. It employs a strong role management (like
Learners, Learner Facilitators, and Administrators) and defines
for each role which services may be used. A łLearner Facilitatorž
could for instance use the evaluation service to evaluate a learner’s
competence, while this is not possible for other learners. TELOS
offers learners the possibility to add new resources, a resource
annotation service, and a commenting service that broadly follows
the definition of the content enrichment component defined below.
Ismail [9] proposes a conceptual framework by identifying three
subsystems of LMSs: The learning content management system, the
learning design system, and the learning support system [9]. The
learning content management system is similar to the document
management component defined below while laying a strong focus
on collaborative content creation. The learning support system
offers teachers means to organise learning activities and material (resembling the workflow management component), learners
functionalities for collaborative learning (broadly resembling the
content enrichment component), and tests and assessments (similar
to the input interaction component).
Kazi [11] a framework focussed on learner personalization consisting of four modules: A communication module used to display
content and to receive user inputs, an expert module analyzing
student responses and producing appropriate feedback, a student
module gathering performance data, and a pedagogical module
which provides the next content to be addressed by the learner
[11].
More recently, authors have focussed on collaborative frameworks and practical applications. Šimko et al. propose the ALEF
framework [19] which offers rich collaborative annotation and
tagging possibilities.
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CORE COMPONENTS

In order to define LMS components that support a large number of
learning formats, two features were considered: First, components
should be defined for versatility, and not for a specific use case. Second, components should not share responsibilities. In this section,
six LMS core components are defined by these guidelines and then
evaluated in a structured LMS survey.
Most learning in tertiary education is based on documents. Therefore, LMSs have to implement a Document Management and Document Organization component.
Learning is typically guided: A Workflow Management component provides users with guidance in what task to address next.
Workflow management encompasses for example collaborative
scripts [12].
A Content Enrichment component allows users to add new information to a LMS. This can be either done by adding new documents,
or by enriching existing material for example with annotations.
An Input interaction component gives users the ability to learn
the topics in an active way, for example through multiple-choice
quizzes, code editors, or interactive geometry software.
A Learning Analytics component generates reports by interpreting data collected from other components of a LMS. They can be
used by other components for providing feedback or for adapting
their behaviours to a learner’s needs.
A System Messaging component forwards messages generated
by other components of a LMS to learners or groups of learners.
Examples of system messaging are notifications on actions to be
taken, on tasks to fulfil, or information on actions or tasks that have
taken place.

3.1

How Existing LMSs are Composed

In order to evaluate whether the six components listed in the previous section are sufficient to describe LMSs, a survey of existing
LMSs has been conducted. Searches were performed using Google
(in English language) with the following keywords: learning management system, virtual learning environment, and their plural forms.
Every LMS found on the first two result pages was considered; in
case of a collection, the first twenty were considered.
Only the information available on the LMS’ official website has
been used for classification; a demo was used when no registration
was required. Each LMS was classified by two judges, who discussed
their classification until consensus was reached.
A total of 86 LMSs were identified, 26 of which were discarded
for various reasons such as service discontinuation, the platform
not being an LMS, or the information publicly available on the LMS’
website being insufficient for an assessment of its functionalities.
Table 1 shows that a third of the LMSs implement all of the aforementioned six components, with LMSs implementing less than five
components making only a third of all examined systems. Table 2
shows that system messaging and content enrichment functionality
are the two components left out by most LMSs, with the remaining
four being implemented in most systems.
A limitation of the survey is that a LMS might implement one the
six components considered without mentioning it on its website.
While most LMSs have content enrichment and system messaging functionalities, these components are implemented by fewer
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Table 1: Percentage of LMS implementing several components.
Number of Components
Percentage

1
0%

2
2%

3
10%

4
22%

5
35%

6
33%

Figure 1 shows a non-exhaustive overview of compositions of
core components into first teaching methods and then into learning
teaching formats. System messaging is omitted, as this component
does not enable but improve teaching methods.

4.1
Table 2: Percentage of LMS implementing each component.
Component
Document Management
Workflow Management
Content Enrichment
Input Interactions
Learning Analytics
System Messaging

Percentage of Platforms
100%
88%
65%
92%
85%
55%

Core Components
Workflow
Mangement

Content
Enrichment

Document
Management

Input Interactions

Learning Analytics

Teaching
Methods
Document-based
Collaboration

Homework

Peer Review

Audience
Response

Peer-based Teaching

Phased Classroom
Instruction

Large Class Teaching

Formats
Blended Learning

Figure 1: The composition of core components into teaching methods and the composition of teaching methods into
learning and teaching formats.

LMSs than the other components. This is worth stressing because
content enrichment and system messaging are the main enablers
of social and collaborative learning in this framework.
Since most of the six components defined in Section 3 can be
identified in most LMSs, it is fair to conclude that this set of components is an appropriate a basis for conceiving a LMS.
Whether the six components listed above are sufficient to describe all, or at least almost all, features of an LMS has to be further
evaluated. Yet, such an evaluation is a hardly possible task in light
of missing demonstration and potentially incomplete documentation. Nonetheless, with theses six components, a variety of different
learning and teaching formats can be conceived which is discussed
in the next section.

4

LEARNING AND TEACHING FORMATS

In this section, the core components are now first composed into
teaching methods, which are ła set of principles, procedures or
strategies to be implemented by teachers to achieve desired learning in students.ž [22, p. v] These teaching methods are then again
composed into learning and teaching formats. This was done to
allow reuse of teaching methods in different teaching formats.

Teaching Methods

This section briefly describes four teaching methods, peer review,
document-based collaboration, homework, and quizzes.
Peer Review. Peer review or peer assessment has been defined as
łan arrangement in which individuals consider the amount, level,
value, worth, quality, or success of the products or outcomes of
learning of peers of similar statusž [20, p. 250]. Its positive effects
have been described in literature [5, 23].
Two components are needed for implementing peer review: document management and content enrichment. Document management provides access to the content to be reviewed, and content
enrichment provides the means for creating peer reviews. As of
content enrichment for peer reviews, various forms are imaginable: From annotations directly on the reviewed document, to the
creation of an independent document containing the feedback.
Document-based Collaboration. By providing a document management system as well as content enrichment functionalities, various forms of collaboration on documents are possible: students can
author a document together, or create comments on their peers’
work.
Backchannels allow a special form of document-based collaboration: A backchannel provides a shared communication channel for
student and lecturer alike that allows for communication besides a
running lecture [24].
Homework. The teaching method homework can be realised by
combining document management (to store submissions), input
interactions (to create submissions), and workflow management
(to assign tasks).
While the effects of homework on learning outcomes are still
debated [3, 21], homework is mostly considered beneficial because
it can mediate self-efficacy [25] and because it allows teachers to
give feedback which is known to be beneficial for learning [6].
Audience Response. Audience response systems (ARS) are software that provide means for submission, aggregation, and display
of an audiences’ responses to a lecturer’s prompts [10].
Input interactions provide an ARS with the means to provide a
variety of quizzes, that is, an input interaction available on a system
can be used for quizzes. Learning analytics aggregate students’
answers and provide visualizations.

4.2

Learning and Teaching Formats

This section describes four learning and teaching formats designed
by combining the teaching methods discussed above in Section 4.1.
Peer-based Teaching. In this format, students are tasked to study
learning material, deliver homework submissions, and review each
other’s submissions afterwards. The course format is suitable for
situations where there is a shortage of teaching staff as many of
the lecturer’s duties are realized by software or by students [7].
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This format has been used and evaluated in a course on functional programming with 45 participants in [7]. Exercises in this
course were practical programming tasks and theoretical questions
on functional programming. To facilitate practical tasks, the platform provided students a code editor with compilation functionality.
Students showed a positive attitude towards the course format. The
use of the code editor correlated positively with examination results
but not with the mere participation in the course.
Blended Learning. This format encompasses students collaboratively collecting content, writing a larger body of text, and finally
reviewing other students’ submissions. This format is applicable
in contexts where students work on different (but related) topics
independently, while they should gain knowledge of all topics [13].
This format was used and evaluated in a seminar on job applications for computer scientists. Students collected content about
how to write a job application, wrote an application referring to a
mock job advert, and reviewed other students’ applications. The
students’ attitude towards the seminar was positive, collaborative
content collection was received well, especially the peer review and
the access to all job applications and to all peer reviews [13].
Large Class Teaching. Large classes are usually taught in form
of lectures, where interactivity is often impeded by the audience’s
social inhibition. Additionally, over the course of a lecture, the
audience’s attention drops. Document-based collaboration in form
of a backchannel can be used to reduce social inhibition; an audience
response system makes a change of medium, here in form of quizzes,
possible with large classes [17].
The format has been evaluated in four classes with varying
numbers of students. The students’ attitude towards the use of the
format was generally positive [17].
Phased Classroom Instruction. Learning formal languages requires
application, something that is hardly possible in larger classes. This
format proposes alternating mini-lectures of about 20 to 25 minutes, with larger exercises of about 45 minutes. The format can be
supported by an audience response system with appropriate input
interactions. The format was initially introduced in [8].

5

SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES

Technology has the potential for tackling one of education’s most
impending problems: the steadily rising number of enrolments
with stagnating numbers of teaching staff. Technology-enhanced
formats provide teachers and students with means to teach and
learn ś even if the audience size is larger than suitable for the
corresponding traditional format.
Driven by the goal of reusing an existing technology for novel
learning and teaching formats, this article has introduced a constructive framework, describing a format as a composition of teaching methods, which are in turn composed of core components. Six
core components of LMSs were identified and later validated with
a structured survey, and and their applications demonstrated by
means of four learning and teaching formats.
The proposed łtoolboxž of core components enables łformat
designersž to easily create new formats using a set of tools only
implemented once. This allows for faster development and deployment of new formats, and opens avenues for a more experimental
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approach to learning and teaching: New formats can be tried out
without having to fear that, in case of failure, a software system
becomes obsolete.
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